Avon
WOW – Adedore is our worker of the week because he was very brave and confident when he
performed his favourite nursery rhyme to the rest of the class. Well done! 
Star writer – Felicity is our star writer this week because she has worked so hard in phonics to write
words correctly. She used her robot arms to remember the sounds she needed to write. Well done! 

Fleet
WOW – Freddie is our worker of the week. I have seen a big improvement in his confidence and his
great sense of humour, always keeps us smiling. Freddie is now writing his name much clearer and
knows many more of his phonic sounds. Well done Freddie!
Star writer- Lorenzo is our star writer, for now being able to write his own name. Lorenzo writes each
letter in the correct order and does so with good control and formation. Great job Lorenzo!
Trent
WOW- Lenny is the worker of the week this week because he joined in very well singing lots of different
nursery rhymes. Lenny also did an excellent performance of his favourite nursery rhyme to the class.
Well done Lenny 
Star writer- Isabella is star writer this week because she has been working hard to form her letters
correctly. Isabella now shows excellent letter formation when writing her name. Isabella also showed
excellent pencil control when drawing a picture of her favourite nursery rhyme. Great work Isabella 
Star writer –
1B
WOW – Amine is this week’s WOW worker for being a superstar this week. Amine has learnt his
Christmas assembly line by heart and is able to perform it with a loud, clear voice. Well done Amine 
Star writer – Alfie M is our star writer this week for writing in full sentences about Flat Stanley. Alfie has
been working really hard on his concentration and really impressed me with his writing this week. Alfie
was able to include capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!
1BC
WOW- Jenson you have this week’s WOW award as you always listen during input time and contribute
to class discussions. You always understand the task you need to do and try to work independently to
the best of your ability. Well done Jenson.
Star writer- Jamie you are our star writer this week. You wrote some excellent Flat Stanley sentences
using full stops, finger spaces and capital letters. You also spelt common words correctly and used the
word bank for the tricky words. Well done Jamie!
1J
WOW – Holly is our worker of the week this week. Holly comes to school with a smile on her face and a
positive attitude every single day. Despite being poorly this week, Holly has kept her huge smile,
continued to work super hard and followed our golden class rules at all times. You are a superstar, Holly!
Star writer – Lucy is our star writer this week for her consistently excellent attitude towards her writing.
Lucy always tries her very best and worked hard this week to write full sentences with nice big capital
letters, finger spaces and full stops. Keep up the super effort, Lucy!

2B

WOW - Jude - Jude has been extremely helpful in class this week. He has rearranged the book bag
boxes when they have looked messy, he has put people’s chairs up for them and he has just generally
been a very helpful member of the class.
Star Writer – Fela - Fela wrote a very detailed non-chronological report. She worked hard to remember
key facts from our week learning about Neil Armstrong.
2J
WOW – Amelia deserves our WOW award this week. Amelia always listens, smiles lots, offers to help
others and is ready for every lesson. Amelia makes me proud to be her teacher for she always tries her
best in every task she is asked to do.
Star writer – Joshua C for an excellent non-chronological report about the Moon Landing. You
remembered so many different facts and put all your capital letters and full stops in the right places. Well
done!
2M
WOW – Vito- Vito has been working so hard in all subjects this week. He has been an excellent team
player in out xmas performance and focusing on all his work. Well done!
Star Writer- I couldn’t pick one! There were two AMAZING Neil Armstrong non-chronological
reports that showed excellent progress!
Grace- You included so many key facts and really thought hard about the vocabulary you used such as
‘aboard’. I am soo proud of you!
Taylor- Taylor, you went above and beyond to include as much information and detail in your work. Well
done!

